The structure generating function of a language enumerates the number of distinct words contained in the language with respect to their length. Given any unambiguous tuple grammar, a method is described which yields a system of equations, whose unique solution is the structure generating function. The entropy (channel capacity) is an important information theoretic quantity associated with a language. Since the entropy depends directly on the number of words contained in a language, the structure generating function of a tuple language allows to compute the entropy of the tuple language. The family of pseudolinear tuple grammars is considered. These pseudolinear tuple grammars allow rational structure generating functions easily computed by an algorithm. Strong statements on the entropy of tuple languages generated by pseudolinear tuple grammars can be made.
xi, (x 1 ,..., x~) in Z~. If z is a word of n-tuples c,(z) is, intuitively, the word obtained by concatenating the i-th components of the n-tuples in z. The mapping ix : Z~* ~ Z* is defined by ix(z) = cl(z)Q(z) '" c~(z) , z in Z~*.
An n-tuple grammar G is a 5-tuple G = (n, q0, Z, P, S), such that G a =-(~, Z~, P, S) is a context-free grammar. The grammar G a is called the context-free grammar associated with the n-tuple grammar G.
The language L(G) generated by G is defined by
L(G) = {ix(z)i z eL(G~)} = ix(L(Ga)). L(G)
is called an n-tuple language. A set of words is called a tuple language if for some n >/ 1 it is generated by some n-tuple grammar.
Tuple grammars and tuple languages were defined and investigated by Maurer, Kuich (1970) . Independently, Ibarra (1970) defined simple matrix grammars and simple matrix languages. It turns out that the family of n-tuple languages and the family of simple matrix languages of degree n coincide.
An n-tuple grammar G is called e-free (reduced), if the associated contextfree grammar G~ is e-free (reduced).
An n-tuple grammar G is called unambiguous, if the associated contextfree grammar G~ is unambiguous and if the mapping /~ restricted to ix :L(Ga) ~ L(G) is one-to-one and onto.
TIlE STRUCTURE GENERATING FUNCTION
Given a set L _C Z*, let u(k) be the number of distinct words of length k that are contained in L. Kuich (1970) Given any unambiguous n-tuple grammar G, our goal is to calculate its structure generating function.
A formal power series r(G) (cf., Chomsky-Schiitzenberger, 1963 ) is associated with each n-tuple grammar G. The coefficients <r(G), w) ofw in 27* are integers and express the degree of structural ambiguity of w with respect to G. That means <r(G), w> is equal to the number of different leftmost derivations in G~ of all words v in Z~* such that ix(v) = w.
To find the formal power series r(G), we first construct the formal power series r(G~) in the same way as Chomsky-Schtitzenberger (1963) did. Let G~ = (@,Zn,P,S) be e-free and reduced with ~={v 1 .... ,vs}, S=vl, and Zn = {xl ,..., xt}, without productions v, --+ v; (this is no loss of generality).
Let Fi(rl .... , rs; xl .... , xt) (1 ~< i ~< s) (2.2) with ri, (1 ~ i ~< s), formal power series, be the system derived by ChomskySchiitzenberger (1963) be the infinite sequence of power series derived by an iterative procedure from (2.2), whose limit is well-defined and denoted by r®, i . Then r~, i = r (G,~) , where Ga ~ ~: (q~, 2~, P, v~), and r~ = roo,i (1 ~< i ~< s), is the unique solution of (2.2).
Applying the mapping # (where/, is uniquely extended by linearity) to (2.3) yields the infinite sequence
whose well-defined limit equals /~(r~.~). Hence /x(r~,i)=-r(G*) with G ~ = (n, q~, Z', P, v~), and, in particular, r(G)=/~(r~.~). This procedure generalizes the procedure given in Siromoney (1969a) for equal matrix grammars.
Let G --(n, q~, Z, P, S) be an n-tuple grammar, whose associated grammar G~ is a context-free grammar restricted as above (this is no loss of generality) and let in addition G (and hence G~) be unambiguous. Then all the coefficients of r(G) are either zero or one, i.e., @(G), w)= 0 iff w ¢L(G) and (r(G), w) ----1 iff w eL (G) . Summing up these coefficients for all words w of length k (denoted by ] w [ = k) yields the number u(k) of distinct words of length k in L(G), i.e., and since G is umambiguous, v corresponds one-to-one to/x(v). The mappings ¢ and T are easily seen to be homomorphisms. By linearity these mappings ¢ and 7 J have unique extensions. Since An iterative procedure, analogous to that given by ChomskySchiitzenberger (1963) but modified to complex power series, yields a solution of the system (2.10)
(2.11) Uniqueness of the solution (2.11) may be proved similar to Kuich (1970) . Relation (2.7) implies T(r(Ga{)) : ¢(r(G')),
(1 ~< i ~< s). Relations (2.8) and (2.13) imply the function fl(z) to be the structure generating function of the n-tuple grammar G. Besides, the functions fi(z) (2 ~< i ~< s) are the structure generating functions of the n-tuple grammars G i. Let G -(n, q) , 27, P, S) be an e-free, reduced unambiguous n-tuple grammar which contains no productions v,--+ vj, vi, vj in ~b. Let Yi = Mi(yl ,..., y~; ~.) (1 ~ i <~ s) be the system of equations defined in (2.9). Then this system has a unique analytical solution
in a disk with center z = O, and the functions f,(z) (1 <~ i <~ s) are the structure generating functions of the grammars G ~ --(n, qb, 27, p, vi), v s in ~. In particular, fl(z) is the structure generating function of G.
Kuich (1970) has defined a context-free grammar G = (q~, 27, P, S) to be pseudolinear, if it is never the case that for any nonterminal v in q~, . u ~ alweuc~a, with ~1, ~2, % in (q~ U 27)*. Other authors have called this type of grammar superlinear (Brzozowski, 1968) or nonexpansive (Ginsburg & Spanier, 1968; Yntema, 1967) .
We call an n-tuple grammar G = (n, q~, Z, P, S) pseudolinear, if its associated context-free grammar Ga is pseudolinear.
The algorithm given in Kuich (1970) which yields the structure generating functions of unambiguous context-free pseudolinear grammars carries over to unambiguous pseudolinear n-tuple grammars.
This yields
THEOREM 2. The structure generating function of an unambiguous pseudolinear n-tuple grammar i~ a rational function.
Since there exist unambiguous n-tuple grammars whose structure generating function is not rational, the languages generated by pseudolinear unambiguous n-tuple grammars are properly contained in the set of n-tuple languages. Since the languages generated by the equal matrix grammars of Siromoney (1969a) are also generated by pseudolinear n-tuple grammars, it follows that n-tuple grammars are more powerful than unambiguous equal matrix grammars.
The next lemma is useful in proving that certain subsets of 27* are not tuple languages.
3e the structure generating function of some language L C ~+. If
then L is not a tuple language.
Pro@ Condition (2.15) implies by the gap theorem of Fabry (see Dinghas, 1961) , that f(z) cannot be algebraic.
Assume L is generated by some n-tuple grammar. IlL is unambiguous, f(z) satisfies the algebraic system (2.10), which is impossible, lfL is ambiguous, the algebraic system (2.10) yields a function 
Hence there is again an impossible situation.
COROLLARY 1. The language
is not a tuple language.
THE ENTROPY OF n-TuPLE LANGUAGES
Given any set L _C 27% let f(z) o~ -~ ~.~=1 u(k)z be its structure generating function and let A be the quantity A = ~ ~.
(3.1) /~-~o~ Then Kuich (1970) defined the entropy H of the setL to be
This definition is a slight modification of the definition of channel capacity as introduced by Shannon (1948) . All results and theorems derived in Kuich (1970) are valid also for the set L and, in particular, for n-tuple languages. We mention the following theorems. 
Then the entropy H of L(G) is given by
Since the unambiguous n-tuple grammars are more powerful than the unambiguous equal matrix grammars, Theorem 3 together with the algorithm of calculating the structure generating function generalizes the results achieved by Siromoney (1969b) .
EXAMPLE. The language L ~-{anbmc'/n = m or m == p} is an inherently ambiguous context-free language, and hence it is not possible to calculate its structure generating function by the methods derived by Kuich (1970) . However, Siromoney (1969a) ~, b, c)r5 + (a, b, c) , rz = (a, b, e)r~ 4-(a, b, c), (~, ~, c)r~ + (a, b, c),   r 4 = (a, e, E)ra + (a, b, c),   r5 = (~, b, c)r5 + (a, b, c) .
Applying the mapping W to this system yields system (2.10). Y~=Ys--1--z ~ ' Ya=Y~--I_z, za(1 q-2z q-3z z) Yl= (1--zZ)(1--z a) ' which is the structure generating function of L.
Note that G is pseudolinear (in fact, it is "right-linear" as all equal matrix grammars are) and hence its structure generating function is rational and in the form needed in Theorem 4. RECEIVED: March 6, 1970 
